Soft tissue sarcomas: research of prognostic factors and therapeutics scheme.
The Soft Tissue Sarcomas shows consisting mortality that grazes 50%. Commonly the histologic type, the largeness of the tumor and the degree of malignity, are considered prognostic factors influencing the survival of patients affected from such tumor. The aim of our study is to characterize the new prognostic factors influencing the local recidives and metastatic dissemination. We have analysed 17 possible clinical and histologic prognostic factors in 80 patients affected of soft tissue sarcomas. The results have dimonstrated that: the compartimentality and the cellular differentiation seem to be more influent to the insurgence of local recidives and metastasis; while the low malignity degree, the wide surgical margins and the histopatological characters of benignity can influense positively the survival.